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Chapter 6 Modelling the trade-off between N and P

This chapter treats the important trade-off between the length of a period P and the number of
periods N in a basic unicycle period batch control system. Chapter Four has discussed the
attention literature pays to the possibility of shortening the total manufacturing lead time T
through decreasing both N and P. Chapter Five has described methods to determine suitable
values for P, N, and hence of T. Chapter Six will show that there remains an important trade-
off between N and P if the total manufacturing lead time T is not affected.

Chapter Four has argued that the complexity of the co-ordination of the manufacturing system
has to be taken into account when determining N. A large number of stages might result in a
decomposition of the manufacturing system where each cell is decoupled from other cells
using the stage definition. Thus, the co-ordination between the cells is accomplished using the
PBC system. A smaller number of stages might result in smaller throughput times, as the
stage with the longest product throughput time determines the minimum period length P and
hence the minimum throughput time T=N·P of the PBC system.

Chapter Four also discussed the determination of P. We have mentioned some problems, such
as the start/finish effect, the set-up time effect, and the use of overlapping production. Chapter
Five modelled the effect of overlapping production in order to determine a minimum period
length. A mathematical model was developed that helps to determine the length of a period
and the application of overlapping production, based on a trade-off of the costs incurred.

The results of Chapter Four and Five provide insight in the factors that have to be taken into
account when determining N and P. However, the mathematical model for determining P in
Chapter Five considers only a small number of relevant factors that influence the size of N. It
considers the maximum throughput time of a product for a given overlapping production
policy, and determines N as the smallest integral number of periods in which this product can
be produced. It assumes that all products can be produced within this number of stages. The
decomposition of the manufacturing system into these stages is not worked out and hence no
attention is paid to resource interference problems, avoidance of subbatches between cells or
stages, required co-ordination between cells, and so on. Furthermore, it assumes a multi-
phased PBC system, as each operation can start immediately after the work has arrived.
Hence, start/finish losses have not been taken into account.

Chapter Six reconsiders the relationship between the determination of the number of stages
and the period length in a PBC system. Section § 6.1 studies the effect of simultaneously
varying N and P under the condition of a constant manufacturing throughput time T. In PBC
design, an important trade-off has to be made between N and P. The relevant factors in this
trade-off are identified through a table of benefits that we expect to occur if one chooses for
either a PBC system with small N and large P or a system with large N and small P. We also
present some anomalous effects that might accompany such a redesign of a PBC system.
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In order to evaluate the effect of varying N and P in period batch control, we develop a
simulation model, simulate a cellular manufacturing system and measure its performance for
various configurations of the basic unicycle period batch control system. Section § 6.2 pays
attention to design of the simulation model. First, it describes the performance measures that
will be used in the evaluation of the various configurations of the PBC system. Next, it
discusses the simulation model and simulated cellular manufacturing system. We distinguish
two production situations. Section § 6.3 presents the results of varying N and P on the
performance in production situation I. Section § 6.4 presents these results for a second
production situation with more routing variety. Section § 6.5 presents the final conclusions.

§ 6.1 Trade-off between N small & P large and N large & P small

The literature review of Chapter Four has revealed that both a reduction of N and a reduction
of P will result in a decrease of stocks, work in progress, and investments, and an increase of
flexibility and responsiveness to the customer. However, a reduction in either N or P results in
a reduction in the manufacturing throughput time T. All benefits mentioned so far are also
known from literature as results of a throughput time reduction, as shown in Figure 6.1.
Therefore, the question rises to what extent a change in the configuration of a PBC system in
itself has an effect on the performance criteria that are mentioned in literature.
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Figure 6.1 Effects of PBC configuration change through reduction of T

Literature on PBC does not give insight in the trade-off between systems with identical
throughput time. To evaluate this trade-off, we consider various configurations of N and P
with N times P constant. The benefits of the manufacturing throughput time reduction will
therefore not perturb this evaluation, as depicted in Figure 6.2. We further assume all other
things being equal, such as the cell scheduling system, routings, and so on. Under these
conditions, we want to determine the relevant factors in choosing the relative size of N and P.
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Figure 6.2 Trade-off between PBC configurations with identical throughput time

Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 further illustrate the situations that we distinguish. Figure 6.3 shows
a PBC system configuration with N=2 and P=1½ (N small, P large). It has only two stage
decoupling stocks and several sequentially dependent operations per stage. Figure 6.4 has
N=6 and P= ½ (N large, P small). The number of operations per stage is much smaller, as well
as the relationships between operations within a stage. Both systems have T=N·P=3.
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Figure 6.3 N=2, P=1½ (N small & P large)  Figure 6.4 N=6, P=½ (N large & P small)

We describe the expected effects of varying the relative size of N and P for the system, and
make a distinction between system input, output, process and control. Table 6.1 presents the
results of this evaluation. The left side of the table describes the expected positive effects in
case PBC systems use a small number of stages with a relatively large period length. The
same effects could be viewed as negative effects at the right side of the table. We have
restricted ourselves to describing the expected positive effects at both sides of the table.
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Factor N small, P large N large, P small

Input Increased volume and mix flexibility Later release of material in the process
through just-in-time delivery

Process Less sensitive to long processing times
Less occurrence of start/finish losses
Less set-up time losses
More attractive work packages

Higher utilization of bottlenecks
Smaller start/finish losses
Increased learning effects
Less overlapping production effort in a stage

Control Less programming efforts Better progress control
Better synchronization
Easier co-ordination of subcontracting
Easier co-ordination of shared resources
Easier sequential co-ordination between cells

Output Less forecasting effort
Levelled demand variations per period

Less finished stock
Smaller customer order lead time

Table 6.1 Expected positive effects of (N small, P large) or (N large, P small), T constant

In Figure 6.1, we already mentioned various positive effects of a decrease in P. There are also
some positive effects that we expect for the organization and utilization of the process in case
P increases. In Chapter Four, we introduced the start/finish effect and set-up time effect
within PBC. We showed that an increase in P reduces both effects and as a consequence
enables a higher utilization of the various processes.

However, the conclusions of Chapter Four do only hold if the number of operations that have
to be performed within a stage remains constant. If an increase in P is combined with a
decrease in N, the operations in the eliminated stage(s) have to be reallocated to other stages.
This redistribution may have negative effects on the start/finish losses, volume and mix
flexibility, and co-ordination efforts. Some of the expected benefits at the left hand side of
Table 6.1 therefore depend on the quality of the redistribution of the operations, i.e., the new
contents of the stages.

The frequency of input in the system decreases if N becomes smaller and P higher. Figure 6.5
shows the consequence of a period length increase from ½ to 1½ and a number of stages
reduction from 6 to 2. Material that was formerly required in the third period has now to be
available at the start of the first period, and so on. The early shipment causes an increase in
the investment in working capital and inventory within the system.
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Figure 6.5 Increase of Work In Progress if P↑  and N↓

A longer period length makes it also possible to improve the selection of work for a
manufacturing process. This makes it easier to balance the load within a period and hence
allows an increase of the mix flexibility. The system becomes less sensitive to fluctuations in
the demand for end products.
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Figure 6.6 Lower bottleneck utilization if N↓  and P↑

We found two anomalous effects of an increase in P. The first effect is the possibly lower
utilization of a bottleneck in case P increases, due to the start/finish effect. Figure 6.6
illustrates this anomalous effect. The upper side of this figure shows a situation with 2 stages.
The bottleneck M2 performs the first operation in the second stage. Overlapping production is
applied to finish the operation after the bottleneck within the period length P. The maximum
capacity is 4 products per period P.

The lower side in Figure 6.6 shows the combination of the two stages to a new stage with a
doubled period length 2P. The batch size has to increase to 8 products to realize the same
output. The combination of the bottleneck with a preceding process causes a longer waiting
time before the bottleneck can start (the start/finish effect), and hence it is not possible to
finish the 8 products within the doubled period length.
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Figure 6.7 Increase in overlapping production if N↓  and P↑

The second remarkable effect that we found concerns the possibility of an increase in
overlapping production requirements (and hence of transfer costs and co-ordination efforts) if
P increases. It may even occur that the increase in P makes it necessary to apply overlapping
production, but that the amount of products that can be produced in the doubled period length
using overlapping production is still smaller than could be produced without overlapping
production in the two periods. Figure 6.7 illustrates this anomalous effect.

In general, a larger P results in more operations per stage and more precedence relationships
between these operations that have to be count for within a period. This increases the co-
ordination effort within a stage. If the usage of overlapping production is intensified, the
control and co-ordination effort within a stage further increases. Note however, that the
frequency of these co-ordination and control efforts decreases, as the length of the period is
longer and PBC progress control takes place at the end of a period, which reduces the
frequency of progress control. The increased co-ordination effort per stage is therefore
combined with a reduced transparency of the planning system. An increased period length
decreases the frequency of determining programs for subsequent periods. This requires less
time from management, less information gathering and forecasting efforts.

Moreover, if there are subcontracting activities that can only take place after some operations
in the stage have been finished, the co-ordination of these activities becomes more
problematic in case N is smaller and P larger. The same holds for the use of shared resources.
Increase of N makes it easier to isolate such activities or resources in a single stage. The focus
of the co-ordination of such activities changes to co-ordination between the stages, and PBC
accommodates this sequential co-ordination through its synchronization mechanism.

Finally, we consider the factor output of Table 6.1. PBC systems with small N and large P are
less sensitive for variations in demand. Alternatively, systems with smaller periods have to
invest less in finished stock and are able to deliver their customers more frequently.
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§ 6.2 Design of a simulation model

For the comparative analysis of the various configurations of N and P, several modelling
approaches can be used. Most studies that compare system performance for different
production situations or market characteristics use simulation as the appropriate tool. See, for
example, Rees, Huang and Taylor (1989), which apply Q-Gert simulation, and Yang and
Jacobs (1992) and Steele, Berry and Chapman (1995), which apply discrete event simulation.
Other authors apply mathematical modelling or graph theoretic analysis. See for example
Ahmadi and Wurgaft (1994), Kaku and Krajewski (1995), and Lee and Posner (1997).

For our study, discrete event simulation is the most appropriate tool. This type of simulation
allows more flexibility in modelling the production situation than a Q-Gert simulation
analysis. Other types of simulation, such as continuous time simulation, will not result in
more insight in the trade-off. Finally, the problem is too complex for a complete mathematical
analysis, mainly because of the interaction that occurs between jobs at the resources and the
resulting tardiness performance. Therefore, discrete event simulation is the most appropriate
tool for our analysis. This section will discuss some basic modelling decisions and the
characteristics of the model.

The experimental approach of our simulation study is to examine the performance of the
configurations of the basic unicycle PBC system under various demand conditions,
scheduling policies, and transfer batch policies. This makes it possible to evaluate if the
market performance (i.e., mix and volume flexibility) and internal efficiency of the PBC
system change when another configuration is applied.

§ 6.2.1 Modelling overtime in a PBC system

An important difference between simulation studies on PBC performance is the way they
handle the tardiness of jobs. If a number of jobs have not been completed within a period,
some studies allow that these tardy jobs are completed during the next period. As soon as they
are finished, these jobs are transferred to the next stage. Therefore, the next stage has less than
a period available to complete the tardy jobs of the former stage, and may not be able to
benefit from the similarities in set-ups of the various jobs. Note that tardy jobs at the final
stage result in a lower performance to the customer, but tardy jobs in the other stages have
consequences for the production efficiency and capacity utilization. The resulting PBC system
is not single phased. Steele et al. (1994, 1995, and 1997) apply this model of PBC and use
mean tardiness at the final stage as a performance indicator in their studies.

Kaku and Krajewski (1995) model a single phased PBC system. They allow the use of
overtime in order to complete the work package for each stage within a period. They use
overtime costs as a performance indicator, which is balanced against overall inventory costs.
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As we examine the basic unicycle PBC system, which is single cycle and single phased, we
allow overtime work to complete all tardy jobs in each stage and hence apply the same system
as Kaku and Krajewski (1995). We have to measure the amount of working hours required to
finish the tardy jobs in each stage (dependability). This has to be balanced with costs, such as
holding, transfer, and set-up costs. We have to gather information on the inventory costs, and
the timing of its increase.

§ 6.2.2 Characteristics of the production situation in the simulation analysis

We have decided to base our simulation study on a production situation known from recent
literature. We will use the cellular manufacturing production situation that is described in
Steele, Berry and Chapman (1995). However, in order to perform the type of analysis that we
want to do, we need to modify some characteristics of the originally described production
situation. The main characteristics of the system, product structure and operations (both
production operations and assembly tasks) have not been altered. The resulting production
structure is denoted as production situation I, in order to distinguish it from the situation of
Section § 6.4.

The cellular manufacturing system that we consider produces small industrial vehicles and
consists of five cells. Four different part families are produced in the three fabrication cells
(see Figure 6.8). Assembly of these parts is performed in two subsequent assembly cells.
Every part family or product requires subsequent processing on all machines in a cell
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IV:11-12

Part
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 fabrication cells
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II:3-5

III:6-10

III:6-10
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V:13-15

Routing between
assembly cells

Legend: i:a-b cell i, operations on machines a,..,b

Figure 6.8 Part routings in simulated production situation I
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Cell I is a fabrication cell and consists of only 2 machines, one for cutting operations (1),
and one for finishing operations (2). All parts move from the cutting operation to the
finishing operation. Finished parts are used in cell II (part family A) and III (part
family B). The required input material is obtained from the raw material stock.

Cell II is a general machining cell, consisting of 3 machines (3:press, 4:grinder and
5:machine centre). It continuous processing part family A from cell I, which is
afterwards transferred to cell V. Cell II also processes a new part family C, which is
required in cell IV. The input material for part family C is obtained from the raw
material stock.

Cell III is a transmission machining cell performing five operations: 6:conventional milling,
7:drilling, 8:numerically controlled milling, 9:cleaning, and 10:heat treatment. It
continuous processing part family B from cell I and delivers it to cell IV. It also
processes a new part family D, which again is required in cell IV. The input material
for part family D is obtained from the raw material stock.

Cell IV is a transmission subassembly cell. The main operation is 11: assembling the
transmission system, which is afterwards tested (12). Items from part families B, C,
and D, and a large amount of items from external suppliers are assembled into such a
system. If the system works appropriately, it is transferred to cell V.

Cell V is the final assembly cell. It consists of 13:assembly, 14:painting and 15:inspection
operations. It uses the transmission system from cell IV and items from part family A
as input, as well as a large amount of items from external suppliers, such as paint and
all non-metal parts.

Product 1 Product 2 Product 3
Oper. Work station Cel

l
S Fam P Fam P Fam P Fam P Fam P Fam P

1 cutting I 25 A 6 B 5 A 2 B 4 A 5 B 12
2 finishing I 45 A 5 B 5 A 5 B 5 A 5 B 5
3 press II 90 A 4 C 4 A 3 C 3 A 5 C 5
4 grinding II 10 A 5 C 7 A 10 C 10 A 5 C 5
5 mach center II 15 A 3 C 8 A 3 C 10 A 5 C 8
6 mill III 10 B 6 D 6 B 6 D 6 B 6 D 6
7 drill III 10 B 5 D 6 B 5 D 5 B 5 D 5
8 nc mill III 40 B 6 D 6 B 5 D 5 B 6 D 6
9 cleaning III 0 B 5 D 5 B 5 D 5 B 5 D 5
10 heat treatment III 0 B 10 D 5 B 10 D 5 B 10 D 5
11 sub assembly IV 20 12 15 12
12 test IV 10 6 6 6
13 assembly V 20 15 15 15
14 paint V 20 12 12 12
15 inspection V 0 10 10 10
Fam: Parts family
S: Set-up time (minutes per set-up)
P: Processing time (minutes per unit)

Table 6.2 Major set-up times and processing times in production situation I
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The major set-up times and mean processing times of the 15 operations are presented in Table
6.2. Note that the length of the major set-up time is independent of the product that is to be
produced. All minor set-up times are zero. The processing times vary per item.

The Bill Of Material (BOM) of the products in production system I is presented in Figure 6.9.
All products have the same part routings, but there is no commonality of parts, i.e., there is a
one to one relationship between parts and the end product in which it is used.
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Figure 6.9 Bill Of Material in production situation I

§ 6.2.3 Model of Period Batch Control planning system

In order to simulate a PBC planning system, we also need input on the characteristics of the
design of the PBC system. The design of the PBC system includes the determination of:
•  restrictions on the order acceptance process (volume and mix restrictions)
•  the number of stages N and period length P
•  the allocation of operations to the various stages
•  the co-ordination mechanism between cells within a stage
•  the scheduling rules that may be used within the cells

We further assume that the design of the production system has been completed. This
includes the design of the cells (the allocation of various resources to the cells) and the
determination of the machine that has to perform a specific operation of a product.
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The operation of a PBC planning system in our simulation model is described in Figure 6.10.
It shows the basic entities and building blocks in the simulation model. The process starts in
the upper left corner with the arrival of customer orders for the various products. Orders
arrive in the system, either according to a Poisson process, i.e. the interarrival time per
product type is negative exponentially distributed, or according to a constant interarrival time.

Parts
production

Parts
production
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customer order

for product  i

Customer
order
pool

Delivery of
customer order

for product  i

Start of new period

......

Apply Stage allocation to distribute orders
 for stage i with a delay of (i-1) periods

Customer order throughput time

Machine 2Machine 1 Machine 3 ......... Machine 15Machine 4 Machine 5

Work order
control

Work order
control

Production
flow control

Production
flow control

Measure amount of overtime work in Stage

Measure Machine utilization

Explode Bill of Material and generate production orders

Manufacturing throughput time

Stage 1 Stage 2 ..... Stage N

Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 5Cell 4Cell 3

Figure 6.10 Simulation model of a PBC planning system

The quantity ordered is uniformly distributed between 5 ± a deviation of maximum 4 items
per customer order (the parameter AfwVol). After arrival, an order is put into the customer
order pool, where it waits until being released to production. At the start of a new period in
the PBC system, the customer orders in the pool are released to the floor. In our simulation
experiments, the mean number of products ordered during the manufacturing throughput time
T is constant, and we examine the performance of the PBC system without restrictions on the
mix or volume that is released per period.

If the set of customer orders for release in this period has been determined, the orders are
combined into production orders for end products. The Bills Of Material (BOM’s) are
exploded to determine the required numbers of parts and generate production orders for parts.
This explosion does not have to count for gross to net calculations, as is usually done within
MRP. A simple Lot-for-Lot order quantity procedure can be applied.
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Figure 6.11 Applied stage allocation in simulation of production situation I

The next step is to allocate the production orders for parts to subsequent stages. Note that we
do not use the standard lead time offsetting procedure that is used in MRP explosion within
PBC. Instead, we apply stage allocation to determine the period in which a specific order for
parts will be released to the floor. This data is not predetermined in the BOM of a product, but
depends on the number of stages N and the period length P. Figure 6.11 shows the stage
allocation that we applied in our experiments. This allocation is deduced from the stage
allocation that was used in Steele, Berry and Chapman (1995). They tested a PBC system
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with four stages. The allocation of operations to these four stages is identical to the one
presented above for N=4 and was based on the actual cellular manufacturing system of
production situation I. Note that the allocation for N=4 is not purely an allocation according to
processing stage, as cells occur in more than one stage for different families. The allocations
that were used for smaller N group operations that belong to the same processing stage, while
the allocation for higher N distinguishes the position of high-loaded machines, such as
machines 13, 10, and 3. Applying stage allocation yields a list of work orders for stages 1,..,N.
The work orders for stage 1 are immediately released to this stage, but the work orders for
stage 2 have to wait one period before they may be started, so work orders for stage j>1 are
delayed (j-1) periods before they are released to their stage. This allows an earlier stage to
produce the required input material for the operations in this stage, as the synchronization
mechanism of PBC requires that the inputs for work orders in a stage have to be available not
earlier than at the start of the stage.
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Production flow control takes place at stage level. This includes control of the intercellular
flow of work within a stage. We can decide to set internal due dates (IDD) for work orders
that have to visit more cells within one stage. Such a decision results in different due dates of
work orders. As a fixed rule, an earliest due date policy is applied at cell level to prioritize
between work orders with different due dates. An internal due date setting procedure (IDD
policy) that selects different due dates within a stage therefore affects the scheduling systems
that are applied within the various cells. There do exist alternative possibilities for instruments
at production flow control, but we have only included the IDD policy as a production flow
control instrument in our simulation experiments.

The stages transfer all work orders at the start of the period to the cells that have to perform
the first operations in the routings of the work orders. Note that a cell can receive work orders
from various stages, and hence the cell can produce parts that are worked into end products
that fulfil demand in different periods. It depends on the stage allocation method and the
number of stages if this situation will occur. Section § 4.4 has discussed this phenomenon.
Note also that a stage can distribute work orders to various cells. These cells may even be
sequentially dependent within the stage, i.e., the work order for the first cell has to be
completed before the next cell can start with its work order.

Each cell has a list of not-yet-schedulable work orders. At the start of a period, all new work
orders are added to this list. If enough input material is available to start a transfer batch of
this work order, the work order is transferred to the list of schedulable work orders. The cell
selects an order from this list based upon the availability of the machines and the scheduling
rules they apply. Figure 6.12 shows this process in detail. It also makes clear that a machine
may have to wait after finishing the first transfer batch if the input material for the next
transfer batch has not yet arrived.

Parts production monitors the state of the machines in the system, considers if a minor or
major set-up of the machine is needed, acquires the input material for the next transfer batch,
and signals the availability of a machine to the cell.

If the required operations in a stage have been performed, the material is put into the stage
decoupling stock. There it awaits the start of the next period: the signal for synchronized
transfer of all material to the next stage. If a stage would not have finished all operations, the
remaining work is assumed to be performed in overtime. We count the amount of working
hours that remains to be performed before the new period starts.

If all stages have been completed, the products are ready for delivery to the customer. The
required expediting activities are not explicitly modelled.
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§ 6.2.4 Simulation modelling environment

The simulation has been performed in DESIMP 1.5c (Stokking, 1996), a Discrete Event
SIMulation in Pascal simulation modelling environment, developed at the University of
Groningen. This environment allows us the required flexibility to add programming code in
Borland Pascal 7.0. DESIMP consists of libraries with procedures and functions for
simulation and reporting, and a framework to specify a discrete event process-oriented
simulation model. There is a lot of experience available at our university with this simulation
tool, which supports the verification of the model. The verification and validation analysis is
described in Appendix F. From our verification analysis we conclude that the model behaves
as we expect it to behave. From the validation analysis we conclude that the results of the
simulation experiments can be used for our research purposes.

§ 6.3 Performance of PBC in production situation I

The simulation model has been used to analyse the performance of the PBC system. We are
interested in the effect of varying the number of stages N while keeping the product T= N·P
constant. First, we discuss our experimental design in Section § 6.3.1. Section § 6.3.3
describes the methodology used to analyse the results. Section § 6.3.4 presents the results.

§ 6.3.1 Experimental design

The PBC system is tested for a constant manufacturing throughput time of 15 working days of
8 hours (T=7200 minutes). These 15 days are chosen in order to generate period lengths that
are comparable with the ones used in literature on the performance of PBC (e.g., Steele and
Malhotra (1997), Kaku and Krajewski (1995)). The throughput time is decomposed into 1 to 6
stages, N=1,2,...,6, resulting in period lengths P of respectively 7200, 3600, 2400, 1800, 1440,
and 1200 minutes (i.e., 15, 7.5, 5, 3.75, 3, and 2.5 days). For each of these decompositions,
the appropriate allocation of operations to stages, described in Figure 6.11, has been used.

We consider some additional experimental design factors in order to evaluate the effect of N
and P in various situations and compare the size of the effect of varying N with the effect of
other design factors. The extra experimental design factors that we use are:
• the number of transfer batches or subbatches
• the scheduling policy used within the cells
• the effect of stage co-ordination within a stage using internal due dates
• the sensitivity to an increase or decrease in the loading of the production system
• the effect of variation in the mix of products loaded into the system

Table 6.3 summarizes the factors in our experimental design.
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Factor Values Description
N 1,2,...,6 Number of stages
NrSub 1,2,...,4 Number of transfer batches
Policy 1,2...,6

(Pol2=0)
(Pol2=0)
(Pol2=1)
(Pol2=1)
(Pol2=0)
(Pol2=0)

Cell scheduling policy (used if several orders have equal due date)
1 FIFO
2 SST Shortest Set-up Time
3 SPT Shortest Processing Time
4 SSPT Shortest Set-up+Processing Time
5 MWRC Most Work Remaining in Cell within Stage
6 MWRS Most Work Remaining in Stage

IDD 0 , 1 Stage Co-ordination: Internal Due Date setting
0 Work orders have equal internal due date: end of the period
1 Work orders have internal due date equal to the period

length P divided by the number of cells that remains to be
visited within the same stage

Volume 60,75,90 Number of orders that arrives during T
AfwVol 0 , 4 Maximum deviation from the mean (5) of the uniformly

distributed number of products per order.

Table 6.3 Experimental design factors

This experimental design results in 6·4·6·2·3·2=1728 different experiments. Half of these
experiments (AfwVol=0) are purely deterministic, as each period T an identical number of
products arrives in the system. For these deterministic experiments we have performed one
replication and a run length of 4 periods of length T. The other experiments (AfwVol=4) have
been replicated 25 times, each with a run length of 20 periods of length T (so 20·N periods of
length P). The start-up period was for all experiments (N+3) periods. The mean values of
relevant performance measures could be calculated with sufficient accurateness in a random
selection of these experiments. See Appendix F for more details on the experimental design.

We have determined the number of orders per period of length T at 75, using the data from
Table 6.2. The machines that are heavily loaded will have a utilization of 60-80%. Which
machine will be bottleneck depends on the period length P, as this influences the number of
set-ups. Machine 13 will generally be the bottleneck, but in case N=6, P=1200, machine 3 has
the highest utilization.

As we want to test the sensitivity of a PBC configuration for increased and decreased loads,
we have determined the consequences if the load is increased to 90 orders per period T. All
machine utilization percentages remain smaller than 100%, and machine 13 is bottleneck. If
the load is decreased to 60 orders, utilization decreases to 40-80%, and the bottleneck is either
machine 10, 13 or 3 for different values of N. Table 6.4 shows the expected utilization of the
machines for a given number of stages N at a volume of 75 orders per period T.
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Machine Number
of stages:

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 61% 63% 65% 67% 69% 72%
2 56% 60% 63% 67% 71% 75%
3 49% 57% 64% 72% 79% 87%
4 74% 75% 75% 76% 77% 78%
5 65% 67% 68% 69% 70% 72%
6 63% 64% 65% 66% 67% 68%
7 55% 55% 56% 57% 58% 59%
8 62% 66% 69% 72% 76% 79%
9 52% 52% 52% 52% 52% 52%
10 78% 78% 78% 78% 78% 78%
11 69% 69% 70% 71% 72% 73%
12 32% 32% 33% 33% 33% 34%
13 79% 80% 81% 81% 82% 83%
14 63% 64% 65% 66% 67% 68%
15 52% 52% 52% 52% 52% 52%

Table 6.4 Machine utilization; volume 75 orders per period T

§ 6.3.2 Expected effects of experimental design factors in production situation I

We expect that our experimental design factors will affect several performance dimensions of
the production system of production situation I. We are mainly interested in the effects on
dependability and costs, as the speed of the system is constant in our experimental design.
The production situation can be characterized as having a low capacity complexity within the
cells. If a work order requires processing in a cell, all machines in this cell are visited, and the
sequence in which they are visited is fixed. The fixed sequence and low capacity complexity
make the simulated system sensitive to changes in volume. The dependability will strongly
decrease if the volume (Vol) increases. The sequential dependency between operations and
cells is also stronger in case N is small, as can be seen in Figure 6.11. Therefore, we expect a
lower dependability if N is small, because of the start/finish effect.

A higher number of stages N causes the set-up time effect to occur, i.e. it reduces the net
availability of machines and increases the set-up costs. A lower availability might result in a
decreased dependability. The use of transfer batches might also lead to a lower net availability
of machines, as the machines cannot effectively be used during the time they await delivery of
input material for a succeeding transfer batch. If small transfer batches are used (NrSub high),
the possibly lower availability of the machines will exaggerate the effect of the increased
utilization, which possibly decreases dependability. If the set-up time effect at a higher
number of stages will be as strong as the decrease in dependability because of the start/finish
effect is not clear. Note that costs will increase if N and/or NrSub increases, because the total
number of material transfers during T time units increases as accordingly.
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The number of cells visited within a stage is only larger than one in case of N=1, 2, or 3. The
effect of IDD will therefore only become visible if these experimental conditions are valid.
We expect a positive effect of the use of IDD=1 on system dependability. The scheduling
policy used will have effect on dependability. Shortest processing time (3, 4) usually results in
a low number of orders tardy, and the same holds true for most work remaining rules (5,6).
First in First out and shortest set-up time are both naïve rules in the context of situation I.

We consider only a small number of different products. This makes the system sensitive to
changes in the order mix (AfwVol>0). We expect the strongest effect of this sensitivity in
case of a small period length and hence a large number of stages. It decreases dependability.

The effect of the experimental design parameters on the total costs in production situation I
depends not only on the number of set-ups, transfers, and the amount of stock in the system.
The effect of overtime work on costs should also be taken into account.

§ 6.3.3 Methodology used to analyse the results

In order to determine the impact of the various experimental factors on the performance of the
PBC system more formally, we have applied the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique.
Analysis of variance gives insight whether the means of subsets of all experiments for a
specific performance measure are significantly different. The set of all experiments is
decomposed into subsets according to the experimental factors that were used (the main
effects) and their interaction. ANOVA computes the total variance in the performance
measure for the whole set of experiments. This variance is first explained by covariates in
order to filter out effects that are not caused by differences in the subsets. Next, ANOVA
decomposes the remaining variance over the main effects and their interaction effects. Finally,
ANOVA determines if the contribution of the individual subsets to the explanation of the total
variance differs statistically significant from the contribution of the combination of subsets.

ANOVA can be used to determine these statistically significant means of the subsets. Note
that ANOVA assumes that the variance of these subsets is equal when testing significance.
This part of the analysis is very useful in determining the magnitude of the impact of various
values of a main effect on the performance measure.

Finally, ANOVA estimates parameters in the model that help to estimate the value of the
performance measure for combinations of experimental design factors that were not tested.

The General Linear Model General Factorial procedure of SPSS for Windows version 7.5.2
provides this type of analysis. After an overall F test has shown significance, a posteriori tests
can be applied to evaluate differences among specific means. We have applied Tukey’s
honestly significant difference test in order to evaluate these differences and applied Levene’s
test for homogeneity of variance.
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The simulation experiments have been performed on a Pentium II 266 Mhz PC. The mean
CPU time for one replication was 7.8 seconds, and to perform the whole set of experiments
took 30 hours computing time.

§ 6.3.4 Effect of PBC configuration on amount of overtime work

We are interested in the differences in the overtime requirements of the various PBC
configurations. In order to compare the configurations, we determine the total overtime during
N periods (i.e. during T=N·P) as performance measure. The total overtime is composed of the
amount of work performed during overtime at all machines during N periods. The mean
amount of work performed in overtime per machine per period P, denoted by Wm , is reported
for all experiments. We sum these overtime working hours and multiply this sum with N, the
number of periods these amounts of overtime work occur during a manufacturing throughput
time T. So we used for each configuration:

Total overtime during T =   (expressed in minutes)N Wm
m

⋅
=

∑
1

15

The use of a performance measure based on the amount of overtime work instead of a total
tardiness oriented performance measure is preferred because of the difficulties with
constructing an overall performance measure for all experiments. If two experiments that
have a different numbers of stages both face an amount of tardiness per stage, we cannot
simply sum up these tardiness-values over the stages, as the information contents of such a
measure is very restricted. Using the amount of overtime work allows us to compare
configurations of a PBC system with various stages.

An initial ANOVA analysis on the main effects and two-way interactions between the
experimental design factors showed that the POLICY factor was significant, but further
analysis with Tukey’s honestly significant difference test showed that there was only a
significant difference between the priority rules that use (a variant of) shortest processing time
(rules 3 and 4) and the other rules 1, 2, 5, and 6. We have defined a new variable Pol2 that
indicates if rule 3 or 4 is used (Pol2=1) or not (Pol2=0). In Table 6.3 we already introduced
these values for Pol2. Using this new variable, we have applied our final ANOVA analysis.

We used the following model:

TOTAL OVERTIME  =
µ
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The results of this analysis are presented in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6. The latter shows that all
main effects are significant as well as the two-way interactions. The three-way interactions
are significant except for four interactions involving NrSub, Pol2, Volume, Idd, and AfwVol.
However, the impact of the three-way interaction in which N is not involved is far less than
the interactions with N. This can be seen from the Eta2 column. The model has an adjusted R-
squared of .999, which shows that the effect of the various POLICY values is very restricted.

Both the significance of all main effects in our analysis and the outcome of Levene’s test for
homogeneity of variances lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis that the means for the
tested values of the main effect are equal. However, it does not reveal if all tested values of
the main effects have different means. We therefore have to determine which means differ.

We have applied Tukey’s honestly significant difference test to compare the means. The
estimated main effects and the difference with the first factor level of a main effect with
accompanying 95% confidence interval are displayed in Table 6.5. The differences between
the means obtained for the tested values of the main effects were all significant at the 5%
level.

TOTAL OVERTIME Mean Std. Error
95% confidence interval of

difference
Grand Mean 4492.7 5.35

Difference with
first factor of

main effect
Sig. (0.05)

Lower Upper
N 1 13384.1 13.10

2 3656.4 13.10 -9727.8 0.000 -9782.2 -9673.3
3 3947.6 13.10 -9436.6 0.000 -9491.0 -9382.1
4 2607.5 13.10 -10776.6 0.000 -10831.1 -10722.2
5 2182.8 13.10 -11201.3 0.000 -11255.8 -11146.8
6 1177.6 13.10 -12206.5 0.000 -12261.0 -12152.0

NrSub 1 8832.8 10.70
2 4020.3 10.70 -4812.6 0.000 -4852.5 -4772.6
3 2811.3 10.70 -6021.5 0.000 -6061.5 -5981.6
4 2306.2 10.70 -6526.6 0.000 -6566.6 -6486.6

Pol2 0 4265.1 6.18
1 4720.2 8.74 455.1 0.000 434.1 476.1

Volume 60 1278.6 9.27
75 3657.7 9.27 2379.1 0.000 2347.7 2410.5
90 8541.7 9.27 7263.2 0.000 7231.8 7294.6

Idd 0 4437.9 7.57
1 4547.4 7.57 109.6 0.000 88.6 130.6

AfwVol 0 4297.8 7.57
4 4687.5 7.57 389.7 0.000 368.7 410.7

Table 6.5 Estimated main effects
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TOTAL OVERTIME explained sum of squares df Mean Square F Sig. Eta² Power
Corrected Model 67057385289 231 290291711 6602.87 0.000 0.999 1

µ Intercept 31002665198 1 31002665198 705175.74 0.000 0.998 1

βi N 25582993414 5 5116598683 116380.36 0.000 0.997 1
βj NRSUB 10240396690 3 3413465563 77641.49 0.000 0.994 1
βk POL2 79523753 1 79523753 1808.82 0.000 0.547 1
βl VOLUME 14040396981 2 7020198490 159678.97 0.000 0.995 1
βm IDD 4609444 1 4609444 104.84 0.000 0.065 1
βn AFWVOL 58323512 1 58323512 1326.61 0.000 0.470 1
γij N · NRSUB 3528910541 15 235260703 5351.16 0.000 0.982 1
γik N · POL2 469745632 5 93949126 2136.93 0.000 0.877 1
γil N · VOLUME 4196007278 10 419600728 9544.09 0.000 0.985 1
γim N · IDD 24101559 5 4820312 109.64 0.000 0.268 1
γin N · AFWVOL 64461262 5 12892252 293.24 0.000 0.495 1
γjk NRSUB · POL2 28359393 3 9453131 215.02 0.000 0.301 1
γjl NRSUB · VOLUME 2143539076 6 357256513 8126.03 0.000 0.970 1
γjm NRSUB · IDD 4406485 3 1468828 33.41 0.000 0.063 1
γjn NRSUB · AFWVOL 20999947 3 6999982 159.22 0.000 0.242 1
γkl POL2· VOLUME 2146522 2 1073261 24.41 0.000 0.032 1
γkm POL2 · IDD 5234998 1 5234998 119.07 0.000 0.074 1
γkn POL2 · AFWVOL 12019222 1 12019222 273.38 0.000 0.155 1
γlm VOLUME · IDD 1004720 2 502360 11.43 0.000 0.015 0.993
γln VOLUME · AFWVOL 15850004 2 7925002 180.26 0.000 0.194 1
γmn IDD · AFWVOL 1896608 1 1896608 43.14 0.000 0.028 1
κijk N · NRSUB · POL2 126760339 15 8450689 192.22 0.000 0.658 1
κijl N · NRSUB · VOLUME 463650669 30 15455022 351.53 0.000 0.876 1
κijm N · NRSUB · IDD 29004909 15 1933661 43.98 0.000 0.306 1
κijn N · NRSUB · AFWVOL 1573124 15 104875 2.39 0.002 0.023 0.988
κikl N · POL2 · VOLUME 17287950 10 1728795 39.32 0.000 0.208 1
κikm N · POL2 · IDD 25382747 5 5076549 115.47 0.000 0.278 1
κikn N · POL2 · AFWVOL 13170931 5 2634186 59.92 0.000 0.167 1
κilm N · VOLUME · IDD 9201963 10 920196 20.93 0.000 0.123 1
κiln N · VOLUME · AFWVOL 33419907 10 3341991 76.02 0.000 0.337 1
κimn N · IDD · AFWVOL 5084807 5 1016961 23.13 0.000 0.072 1

κjkl NRSUB ·POL2·VOLUME 3181196 6 530199 12.06 0.000 0.046 1
κjkm NRSUB · POL2 · IDD 1552117 3 517372 11.77 0.000 0.023 1.000
κjkn NRSUB ·POL2·AFWVOL 265245 3 88415 2.01 *0.110 0.004 0.519
κjlm NRSUB ·VOLUME · IDD 194347 6 32391 0.74 *0.620 0.003 0.296
κjln NRSUB·VOLUME·AFWVOL 348059 6 58010 1.32 0.245 0.005 0.524
κjmn NRSUB · IDD· AFWVOL 358561 3 119520 2.72 0.043 0.005 0.662
κklm POL2 · VOLUME · IDD 447805 2 223903 5.09 0.006 0.007 0.822
κkln POL2·VOLUME·AFWVOL 2129706 2 1064853 24.22 0.000 0.031 1
κkmn POL2 · IDD · AFWVOL 1378046 1 1378046 31.34 0.000 0.021 1
κlmn VOLUME · IDD · AFWVOL 34237 2 17118 0.39 *0.678 0.001 0.113

Error 65770821 1496 43964
Total 00833463972 1728
Corrected Total 67123156110 1727

*Not significant (alpha = .05) R Squared = .999 (Adjusted R Squared = .999)

Table 6.6 ANOVA analysis: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
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The main results of our analysis that can be derived from Table 6.5 are:

•  total overtime decreases rapidly if the number of stages N becomes larger and P lower.

A change in PBC configuration has a substantial effect on the amount of overtime work, even
if the total throughput time remains constant. If N increases the amount of overtime decreases.
From this we conclude that the start/finish effect diminishes much stronger than the set-up
time effect increases. Note that the start/finish effect is caused by sequence dependent
operations within the stage, and the occurrence of such dependencies decreases if N increases,
as we apply a reallocation of operations to these stages. Therefore, we expected the
start/finish effect to decrease and the set-up time effect to increase with an increase in N. The
results show that both effects are not equally strong in the simulated production situation.
This confirms the anomalous effect that we described in Figure 6.6 of Section § 6.1 for the
utilization of a bottleneck.

Table 6.5 shows an increase in the amount of overtime when changing from N=2 to N=3
stages. There are two explanations for this increase. First, the change in the number of stages
from N=2 to N=3 does not result in a reallocation of the operations in the final stage, as can
be seen in Figure 6.11. The increase in the amount of overtime work is therefore partly caused
by the set-up time effect in this last stage, which reduces the net available regular production
time. The reduction in period length results in a smaller quantity that has to be produced, but
it requires more throughput time than the net available regular production time, because of the
set-up time effect. Second, we might face both a decrease of overtime work per period if N
increases and an increase in the total amount of overtime work during the total manufacturing
throughput time T. The reason is that we have to multiply the amount of overtime work per
period with the number of periods N we face during T.

•  total overtime decreases if the number of transfer batches NrSub increases.

The increase in the number of transfer batches has an almost identical effect as the increase in
the number of stages N: the amount of overtime work decreases. The effect of an increase in
the number of transfer batches is not exponential. In Table 6.7 (left side) we see that a change
from one to two batches per period causes on average an overtime reduction with 58%, while
a change from two to four subbatches causes a further overtime reduction, but with a smaller
percentage (average 48%). For N=1 the relative effect of extra subbatches is smaller than for
higher number of stages. This is remarkable, as N=1 results in the highest amounts of
overtime work. Still, the absolute decrease in the amount of overtime work is substantial.

An increase in N and an increase in the number of transfer batches NrSub both result in an
increase in transfer costs. We can identify configurations of the PBC system that will result in
identical transfer costs during T. These configurations have an equal product of N and NrSub.
The right side of Table 6.7 shows that such configurations usually result in significantly
different amounts of overtime. This indicates that it is not sufficient to specify the design of a
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PBC system in terms of the number of transfers of batches during T (i.e., to specify the
product of N and NrSub). The additional factor that influences the total amount of overtime
work is the allocation of operations to stages. This factor causes the occurrence of the
start/finish effect, and hence it is a very important design factor in a PBC system.

N Nrsub=1 Nrsub=2 Nrsub=3 Nrsub=4 N⋅Nrsub (N,Nrsub): (N,Nrsub): (N,Nrsub):
1 22188 12776 9913 8659 2 (1,2) 12276 (2,1) 9114
2 9114 2853 1585 1074 3 (1,3)   9913 (3,1) 9149
3 9149 3346 1937 1359 4 (1,4)   8659 (2,2) 2853 (4,1) 5750
4 5750 2221 1401 1058 6 (2,3)   1585 (3,2) 3346 (6,1) 2250
5 4546 1895 1264 1025 8 (2,4)   1074 (4,2) 2221
6 2250 1031 768 662 12 (3,4)   1359 (4,3) 1401 (6,2) 1031

Table 6.7 Overtime performance data for configurations with identical transfer costs

The results of Table 6.7 confirm the anomalous effect described in Figure 6.7 in Section § 6.1.
The effect of an increase in P and decrease in N on system dependability can often only partly
be recovered by an increase in the number of transfer batches. Our results show that generally
a decrease in N should be combined with an increase in the product of N and NrSub in order
to achieve the same amount of overtime work. The number of transfer batches NrSub should
increase faster than N decreases. This results in higher transfer costs during T.

•  total overtime increases if shortest processing time scheduling is applied at cell level.

We face an increase in the amount of overtime work if cell scheduling policies with Pol2=1
are used. Pol2=1 indicates that either rule 3 (SPT: shortest processing time) or rule 4 (SSPT:
shortest set-up + processing time) is used instead of simple rules as FIFO, shortest set-up time
SST, or more complex remaining work oriented rules as MWRC and MWRS (Most Work
Remaining either in Cell or Stage).

The reason for this increase in overtime work is that with shortest processing time rules the
longest processing time operations are postponed and often start near the end of the period.
Machines that are required for these jobs face idle time during the period, but they have to
perform overtime work for these long jobs. The shortest processing time rules do not follow
the principle behind Johnson’s optimal two machine flow shop scheduling rule (Johnson
(1954)). This rule states that start/finish effects can be minimized (or stated else: minimum
make span can be achieved) by putting the longest operations in the middle of the schedule. If
long processing time jobs are scheduled at the start of a period, the successive machines wait
too long before they start. If they are scheduled at the end of the period, the final machines
face a too late finish time. The make span can therefore be shortened by reducing the
start/finish delays.
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•  total overtime increases if higher volumes are pushed into the system.

This effect of higher volumes is not surprising. It was not our purpose to show that an
increase in volume would have effect on the amount of overtime work, but to show that the
significance of the other design factors did not change. However, we observe some notable
aspects from Table 6.5. We have applied a symmetrical design of the three volume levels:
Volume=60, 75, and 90. However, the mean total overtime in case Volume=75 is not equal to
the Grand Mean of 4492.7, but more than 800 minutes lower. This is mainly caused by the
truncated distribution of overtime work, which has a strict minimum at 0. The situations
where there is no overtime work are mainly found for Volume=60 or 75, so the Grand Mean
is higher than the mean overtime for Volume=75.

•  total overtime increases (!) if stage co-ordination is applied for production orders
that require further processing in another cell in the same stage (i.e., if IDD=1).

This can only occur for N=1, 2, or 3, as the stage allocation for higher N will not result in
sequence dependent cells within a stage (see Figure 6.11). Differentiation of internal due
dates is then not necessary. Further analysis in Table 6.8 below shows that the only significant
difference between IDD=0 or 1 for various values of N is at N=1. Hence, the high amount of
overtime work for N=1 is not caused by improper co-ordination of the sequential relationships
between the cells.

•  total overtime increases if random deviations from the mean order size occur (AfwVol =4)

Although the mean order size remains constant, the mean amount of overtime work increases
with almost 10% if the order mix fluctuations increase. In Table 6.8 we find that this effect
occurs not uniform for all numbers of stages N. For N=1, even the opposite effect takes place.
A PBC configuration with N=1 is therefore less sensitive for changes in the mean order size.
For higher numbers of stages (N=6) the amount of overtime increases if mix fluctuations
increase.

Another explanation for the increase in overtime at N=6 is the truncated distribution of
overtime work. Suppose a configuration generally requires no overtime for a certain
production volume. A momentary increase in the production volume with 10% may cause an
(extra) amount of overtime work, while a decrease of the production volume with 10% leaves
the amount of overtime at zero level. Hence, fluctuating production volumes make the mean
amount of overtime increase. At N=6 we generally face the least amount of overtime work;
hence it is more sensitive for this truncation effect.

From Table 6.6 we know that the interaction effect of the input parameters is significant. In
Table 6.8 we present the two way interactions of the ANOVA model. We already referred to
this table in our presentation of the results of our analysis above. The table requires some
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explanation. It consists of information identical to Table 6.5, but presents it as percentage
differences. The (fat marked) block diagonal shows these percentage differences with the left
factor of the main effect that is considered. The values at the diagonal duplicate Table 6.5.

The next columns of Table 6.8 present the two way interactions with their mean value in the
analysis. This is the additional part of the analysis. The columns and rows of the matrix show
the values of the various PBC design factors. The combination of a row and column value
shows the mean amount of overtime work for all PBC configurations with the given values
for these two design factors.

N NrSub Vol Pol2 IDD AfwVol

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 90 75 60 1 0 1 0 4 0

N 1 13384 27% 29% 19% 16% 9% 22188 12776 9913 8659 21449 12760 5943 14839 11929 13719 13049 13177 13591

2 3656 108% 71% 60% 32% 9114 2853 1585 1074 7809 2613 547 3632 3681 3660 3653 3816 3497

3 3948 66% 55% 30% 9149 3346 1937 1359 8334 2859 650 3794 4101 3947 3948 4154 3741

4 2607 84% 45% 5750 2221 1401 1058 5943 1664 215 2613 2602 2601 2614 2955 2260

5 2183 54% 4546 1895 1264 1025 4864 1450 235 2196 2169 2183 2182 2396 1970

6 1178 2250 1031 768 662 2851 599 82 1247 1108 1174 1181 1628 727

NrSub 1 8833 46% 32% 26% 15293 7900 3306 8839 8827 8806 8860 9222 8444

2 4020 70% 57% 8030 3179 852 4249 3792 4061 3979 4205 3836

3 2811 82% 5903 1994 537 3137 2486 2912 2710 2923 2700

4 2306 4940 1558 420 2657 1956 2410 2202 2401 2212

Vol 90 8542 43% 15% 8809 8275 8626 8457 8847 8236

75 3658 35% 3896 3419 3715 3600 3877 3439

60 1279 1456 1101 1301 1256 1339 1218

Pol2 1 4720 90% 4717 4724 4827 4614

0 4265 4378 4152 4548 3982

IDD 1 4547 98% 4707 4388

0 4438 4668 4208

AfwVol 4 4687 92%

0 4297

Table 6.8 Two way interactions

The mean total overtime that is reported describes the required minutes of overtime work
during N periods. The values obtained are for several sets of experiments very high. This may
seem unrealistic, but it does give us an impression of the sensitivity of the PBC system for
changes in input parameters. We therefore do not pay much attention to the way a PBC
system that faces such a huge mean overtime should handle this in practice, e.g. by using
modified work time schedules, extra shifts for specific machines, and so on. The aim of our
analysis is to reveal that the selection of a different configuration with identical throughput
time has effect on the resulting amount of overtime work.
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§ 6.3.5 Effect of PBC configuration on costs

In order to accomplish a time/cost trade-off for different configurations of a PBC system with
identical throughput time, we should also reveal the effect of different configurations on the
various cost factors. We do not have cost information on the simulated production situation
that is described in Steele, Berry, and Chapman (1995). However, we are able to show how to
analyse cost results with our simulation model, and what effect a PBC configuration change
will have on the cost components and total cost curve.

We distinguish as components of the total cost: holding costs, overtime costs, set-up costs,
and transfer costs. We will first discuss these components of the total cost curve. Afterwards,
in Figure 6.13 we show the mean total cost curve and its components as a function of the
number of stages N and the number of subbatches NrSub.

Holding costs

The holding costs were also introduced as component of the total costs in Chapter Five.
However, the calculation of these costs can be more precise as we do have information on the
allocation of operations to the stages. As we determine the effect of different configurations
of the PBC system, we have to take into account the effect on the holding costs as well.

In our simulation analysis, we determine holding costs based on the stage allocation. We
assume that input material for operations in a stage is available at the start of the period in
which it is required.

Holding costs further depend on the value of the work in process. If operations are performed
in a stage, the value of this work increases after completion. This increase is counted for in
the holding cost. Hence, priority rules may influence holding costs, but stage allocation and
number of stages do generally have a much higher impact on this cost component.

The simulation results show a slightly decreasing holding cost curve for increasing values of
N. This curve (marked with a *) is presented in the left side in Figure 6.13 and shows holding
cost values between 800 and 1200 over a throughput time of length T. We expected the
decreasing trend for increasing values of N, but the curve is smoother than we expected. The
reason is twofold:

First, the effect of the increase of the WIP value during the period diminishes if more work is
performed during overtime. From our analysis, we know that at low N we require on average
more overtime work. The way we measure the holding costs therefore flattens the holding
cost curve. If the holding cost curve would be less sensitive to the increase in the value of
work in progress during a period, we would face a steeper descending holding cost curve for
increasing values of N.
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Second, the effect of the allocation of operations to the stages was not taken into account in
our theoretical analysis in Section § 6.1 on the effect of an increase in N and a decrease in P.
If the operations are equally divided over the stages, than our analysis is still correct.
However, if the number of operations (or their value) varies strongly per stage, the effect is
disturbed. The stage allocation that we have applied does not result in an equal distribution of
the number of operations over the stages, as the number of operations per processing stage
differs.
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Figure 6.13 Cost curves for combinations of N and NrSub

Set-up and transfer costs

The curves of set-up and transfer costs are as we expected. We refer to Chapter Five for a
discussion on these curves. Note that the set-up costs are a linear function of N and the
transfer costs are a linear function of N·NrSub.

Overtime costs

The overtime costs represent the cost of working hours during overtime. We see from the left
side in Figure 6.13 that the effect of an increase in the number of stages N on the cost of
overtime is substantial. The effect of an increase in the number of transfer batches is also
considerable. Overlapping production can only partially solve the problem of overtime work.
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Total costs

The right side in Figure 6.13 shows four total cost curves, one for each number of transfer
batches (for easy of presentation we have omitted the curve for NrSub=3 in the left side of the
figure). The total cost curves show high costs at a low number of stages N that first decrease
if N gets larger, and after some point again an increase. The reason for this pattern is that at a
low number of stages N the overtime costs are high, but they decrease rapidly with an
increase in N. At higher N, the set-up and transfer costs increase. This is as we expected.

Note that the total cost curves cross each other instead of staying on equal distance. Crossing
of the cost curves takes place because at lower values of N (N=1, 2, and 3) the least total costs
occur for high numbers of subbatches (NrSub=3 or 4), while at N=4, 5 or 6 the least costs
occur for NrSub = 1 or 2. The arrangement of the curves with respect to the cost they incur
completely reverses if N increases! The product of N and NrSub is hence an important factor
in determining the total cost of the system, as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 Total cost as function of total number of transfers during T

The overall minimum does occur at N=3 and NrSub = 4. However, the pattern of the cost
functions is much more important, as this shows that different configurations of the PBC
system have a strong impact on the total cost of operating the system. An ANOVA analysis
showed us that the mean total costs that we present for the various policies are significantly
different.

Concluding, we have shown that various configurations of the PBC system with the same
manufacturing throughput time T result in significantly different amounts of overtime work
and costs. The factors that have the most impact are the number of stages N and the number
of transfer batches NrSub. The product of both factors is important for cost optimization.
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§ 6.4 Performance of PBC in production situation II

The results obtained so far consider a cellular manufacturing system for production of small
industrial vehicles hat has been described by Steele and Malhotra (1997) (see Section § 6.2.2).
An essential characteristic of this production system is the low capacity complexity within the
cells. There are only three end products and each product has the same routing. If a product
requires processing in a cell, then all machines are visited. The sequence in which they are
visited is identical for all products and parts, i.e. it is a flow line cell.

The question rises if the results are still valid if we apply PBC in other production situations.
Answering this question is quite difficult, as there are numerous different production
situations that will have to be tested. Factors such as number of products, capacity
complexity, number of cells, required number of operations per cell, processing time
variability, set-up time variability, and so on, and their interaction may influence the results.
Although our simulation program can be used for such tests, such an analysis would go
beyond the scope of our research project.

However, it is important for us to examine the validity of our research outcomes for more
complex production situations. We have chosen to consider the impact of the flow line
characteristics of the simulated cellular manufacturing system. Chapter Two has described
several cells in Dutch metal ware fabrication, and almost all cells faced different routings
within the cell. We will explore the sensitivity of the results obtained so far for a change in
the flow within the cells. We want to answer the following question:

do the results that were obtained for production situation I remain valid
if the characteristics of this production situation

with respect to the capacity complexity and the flow within the cells are changed,
all other things being equal?

The introduction of routing variety in the cells creates a different production situation that we
will denote as production situation II.

The stage allocation for this production situation is identical to production situation I, but the
routings within the cells do vary. The new routings are created such that a maximum variety
results with respect to the sequence in which machines within the cells are required1. Note
that the newly introduced routings do not have any practical meaning for the production
system of Section § 6.2.2, but they are considered in order to evaluate the effect of more
variety in the production system.

                                                
1 For example, if product two visits cell II, it first requires processing on machine 5, next on machine

4, and finally on machine 3, while product one visits these machines in the normal order 3 Æ 4 Æ 5,
and product three first visits machine 4, then 5, and finally 3.
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The routing variety complicates the scheduling within the cell. It makes it possible to reduce
the start/finish lag within a period. According to the results of Section § 6.3.4 this will make
lower values of N more attractive. More routing variety may also lead to longer throughput
times due to the increased possibility of waiting time before a machine starts processing a job.
Therefore, the net effect of this change in the production situation is not obvious and has to be
studied.

We want to determine if different configurations of the PBC system with identical throughput
times T result in significant effects on the amount of overtime work and costs. If this can be
concluded, we want to determine if the effect of the design factors has changed.

The experimental design for simulating production situation II is identical to the design for
situation I. Note that the effect of the experimental design factors, such as the introduction of
extra transfer batches, can only be compared with situation I if the number of products is
equal and these products have a similar structure. This illustrates the rationale behind our
choice to keep all other data constant.

§ 6.4.1 Results for production situation II

The results of the simulation experiments are analysed with ANOVA in order to find out if
there is a significant difference in performance between various levels of the main effects.
The ANOVA table is presented in Table 6.10. It shows that all main effects are significant, so
we cannot conclude that the null-hypothesis (all means for the levels of a main effect are
equal) holds true. Many of the interaction effects are also significant.

We conclude from this table that our main results remain valid in production situation II as
well. The effect of varying N on the total amount of overtime in the production system is
highly significant and does interact with the other experimental design factors.

Tukey’s honestly significant difference tests showed that the various levels of the main effects
were all significant at a 0.05 level. The means are presented in Table 6.9 below.

Table 6.9 shows that there are surprising differences with production situation I:
•  The mean total overtime increases if the routing variety increases. The routing variety

leads to the introduction of longer throughput times due to the increased possibility of
waiting time before a machine starts processing a job. The effect of these longer
throughput times exaggerates the start/finish effect that also occurs.

•  The effect of the number of stages N on the total amount of overtime is even more distinct
than in production situation I. N=1 leads to relatively higher amounts of overtime, while
N=6 leads to substantially lower amounts of overtime. The total variance that can be
allocated to varying N has increased (compare Table 6.6 and Table 6.10).
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•  N=2 and N=3 result in almost identical amounts of overtime. Tukey’s test showed no true
difference between the means. Situation I did show an increase in the amount of overtime
between N=2 and N=3, due to the start/finish effect and identical stage contents in the last
stage. The introduction of routing variety decreases the start/finish effect in this stage.

•  The amount of overtime is less sensitive for varying the number of transfer batches
NrSub. The variance that is explained by different levels of NrSub relatively decreased,
and the difference between one transfer batch (NrSub=1) and extra transfer batches
(NrSub=2,3,4) diminishes. This shows that the return on investment of using transfer
batches is highest in case permutation flow shop schedules are being applied, a result that
agrees with our knowledge from flow shop scheduling research.

•  The size of the interaction effect of transfer batches and volume is smaller. The effect of
introducing extra transfer batches results therefore in relatively smaller differences for
various volumes of the order package than in case of production situation I.

•  The effect of the cell scheduling policy that is applied is small but significant. The most
surprising is that in situation II the shortest processing time related rules outperform the
other rules. This is just opposite to the results obtained for situation I, where processing
time rules resulted in higher amounts of overtime work. The main contribution for this
change comes from the higher sensitivity for differences in order size in this situation II
(AfwVol, Volume), and the lower sensitivity for different values of N.

•  The use of Idd does have relatively less effect on the increase in the amount of overtime.

TOTAL OVERTIME Mean Std. Error
95% confidence interval

of difference
Grand Mean 5215.5 17.13

Difference with
first factor of

main effect
Sig. (0.05)

Lower Upper
N 1 16775.5 41.96

2 4626.0 41.96 -12149.5 0.000 -12324.0 -11975.1
3 4623.9 41.96 -12151.6 0.000 -12326.1 -11977.2
4 2865.5 41.96 -13910.0 0.000 -14084.5 -13735.6
5 1964.9 41.96 -14810.6 0.000 -14985.0 -14636.2
6 437.0 41.96 -16338.5 0.000 -16512.9 -16164.1

NrSub 1 8553.3 34.26
2 5049.2 34.26 -3504.2 0.000 -3632.1 -3376.2
3 3899.2 34.26 -4654.1 0.000 -4782.1 -4526.1
4 3360.1 34.26 -5193.2 0.000 -5321.1 -5065.2

Pol2 0 5264.5 19.78
1 5166.4 27.97 -98.1 0.004 -165.3 -30.9

Volume 60 1711.5 29.67
75 4562.8 29.67 2851.2 0.000 2750.7 2951.8
90 9372.1 29.67 7660.6 0.000 7560.0 7761.1

Idd 0 5171.3 24.22
1 5259.6 24.22 88.3 0.010 21.1 155.4

AfwVol 0 5015.6 24.22
4 5415.3 24.22 399.6 0.000 333.0 466.8

Table 6.9 Estimated main effects Production Situation II
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TOTAL OVERTIME explained sum of squares df Mean Square F Sig. Eta² Power
Corrected Model 87120720799 231 377145977 9863.31 0.000 0.999 1

µ Intercept 41780779649 1 41780779649 1092671.54 0.000 0.999 1

βi N 44353142330 5 8870628466 231989.05 0.000 0.999 1
βj NRSUB 6275958899 3 2091986300 54710.66 0.000 0.991 1
βk POL2 3692902 1 3692902 96.58 0.000 0.061 1
βl VOLUME 15350351372 2 7675175686 200724.98 0.000 0.996 1
βm IDD 2990694 1 2990694 78.21 0.000 0.050 1
βn AFWVOL 61330646 1 61330646 1603.95 0.000 0.517 1
γij N · NRSUB 2905671279 15 193711419 5066.04 0.000 0.981 1
γik N · POL2 12280238 5 2456048 64.23 0.000 0.177 1
γil N · VOLUME 6876031509 10 687603151 17982.54 0.000 0.992 1
γim N · IDD 14569900 5 2913980 76.21 0.000 0.203 1
γin N · AFWVOL 9861449 5 1972290 51.58 0.000 0.147 1
γjk NRSUB · POL2 863336 3 287779 7.53 0.000 0.015 0.987
γjl NRSUB · VOLUME 663581592 6 110596932 2892.39 0.000 0.921 1
γjm NRSUB · IDD 1184799 3 394933 10.33 0.000 0.020 0.999
γjn NRSUB · AFWVOL 130668 3 43556 1.14 *0.332 0.002 0.309
γkl POL2· VOLUME 8340271 2 4170135 109.06 0.000 0.127 1
γkm POL2 · IDD 325598 1 325598 8.52 0.004 0.006 0.831
γkn POL2 · AFWVOL 17568905 1 17568905 459.47 0.000 0.235 1
γlm VOLUME · IDD 1241136 2 620568 16.23 0.000 0.021 1
γln VOLUME · AFWVOL 23840920 2 11920460 311.75 0.000 0.294 1
γmn IDD · AFWVOL 649264 1 649264 16.98 0.000 0.011 0.985
κijk N · NRSUB · POL2 6432450 15 428830 11.21 0.000 0.101 1
κijl N · NRSUB · VOLUME 563626523 30 18787551 491.34 0.000 0.908 1
κijm N · NRSUB · IDD 6136147 15 409076 10.70 0.000 0.097 1
κijn N · NRSUB · AFWVOL 17310786 15 1154052 30.18 0.000 0.232 1
κikl N · POL2 · VOLUME 6139536 10 613954 16.06 0.000 0.097 1
κikm N · POL2 · IDD 1306042 5 261208 6.83 0.000 0.022 0.998
κikn N · POL2 · AFWVOL 36390300 5 7278060 190.34 0.000 0.389 1
κilm N · VOLUME · IDD 7511857 10 751186 19.65 0.000 0.116 1
κiln N · VOLUME · AFWVOL 27200952 10 2720095 71.14 0.000 0.322 1
κimn N · IDD · AFWVOL 4912337 5 982467 25.69 0.000 0.079 1

κjkl NRSUB ·POL2·VOLUME 2244904 6 374151 9.78 0.000 0.038 1
κjkm NRSUB · POL2 · IDD 3606 3 1202 0.03 *0.993 0.000 0.056
κjkn NRSUB ·POL2·AFWVOL 1441015 3 480338 12.56 0.000 0.025 1
κjlm NRSUB ·VOLUME · IDD 183016 6 30503 0.80 *0.572 0.003 0.321
κjln NRSUB·VOLUME·AFWVOL 1652031 6 275339 7.20 0.000 0.028 1
κjmn NRSUB · IDD· AFWVOL 1231138 3 410379 10.73 0.000 0.021 0.999
κklm POL2 · VOLUME · IDD 96970 2 48485 1.27 *0.282 0.002 0.276
κkln POL2·VOLUME·AFWVOL 1951388 2 975694 25.52 0.000 0.033 1
κkmn POL2 · IDD · AFWVOL 265037 1 265037 6.93 0.009 0.005 0.749
κlmn VOLUME · IDD · AFWVOL 291497 2 145749 3.81 0.022 0.005 0.694

Error 57202960 1496 38237
Total 134476362953 1728
Corrected Total 87177923759 1727

*Not significant (alpha = .05) R Squared = .999 (Adjusted R Squared = .999)

Table 6.10 ANOVA analysis Production Situation II: Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
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§ 6.4.2 Conclusions on comparing production situations I and II

We conclude that the main results that we obtained for production situation I remain valid in
production situation II as well. Hence, the introduction of routing variety has no effect on the
determination of the important factors that have to be taken into account when designing a
PBC system. Most important design factors are the number of stages N, stage allocation, and
the number of transfer batches NrSub.

The introduction of routing variety (situation II), order size variety (AfwVol), or volume
variety (Volume) results in different amounts of overtime, but does not result in a
fundamental change in the importance of the design factors mentioned above.

An increase in routing variety results on average in higher amounts of overtime work. The
effect of an increase in the number of transfer batches diminishes. Furthermore, the system
becomes less sensitive for using the same stage contents if a shorter period length applies

More routing variety makes the effect of a change in N still more distinct. The difference in
the amount of overtime work between configurations with small N and large N enlarges.

The use of cell scheduling rules (Policy) or within-stage co-ordination (Idd) has a relatively
small influence on the amount of overtime work. Shortest processing time rules have an
increasing effect on the amount of overtime work in situation I, and a decreasing effect if
routing variety is present (situation II).

§ 6.5 Conclusions

This chapter has addressed the effect of PBC system design factors on the performance. From
literature, we know that a reduction in the period length or the number of stages has important
benefits. However, these benefits can partly be deduced from the reduction in the
manufacturing throughput time that they cause. We have considered different PBC system
designs that all result in an identical throughput time. Our analysis has revealed that the trade-
off between the size of N (number of stages) and P (length of period) in the design of a PBC
system is essential, even if their product T=N·P is constant.

A configuration with large P and small N results in less set-up time and less frequent
start/finish losses, but also in higher amounts of overtime work.

A configuration with small period length and large N results in easier co-ordination and
control, higher bottleneck utilization, smaller order lead times, but also in higher set-up and
transfer (=material handling) costs.
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Most important factors that influence the amount of overtime work and costs for systems with
equal throughput time T=N·P are the number of stages N, the number of transfer batches
NrSub, and the contents of the stages. The difference between the various configurations in
the amount of overtime work required is highly significant.

The analysis of the differences in the costs of the various configurations showed that systems
with a small number of stages N face both low set-up and transfer costs, and high overtime
and holding costs. The total number of transfers during T (the product of the number of stages
N and the number of transfer batches NrSub) is an important factor for the resulting costs

The introduction of routing variety has no effect on the selection of important factors in the
design of a PBC system. However, the effect of more routing variety on the performance of
the PBC system in terms of overtime and costs is considerable. The performance of the
system becomes more sensitive for changes in the number of stages N.

The evaluation of the various configurations provides insights that we can use when we have
to design a PBC system. This chapter has not tried to determine the best PBC configuration
for the evaluated production situations. The simulation model is not an instrument in the
design of a PBC system, but helps to determine the effect of various factors on system
performance.


